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·i i · One Last Question . 
J Did The Upper Valley Really Need A New, $218 Million Medical Center?  
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By RICH BARLOW 
Valley News Staff Writer 

A
s they're passing the barbecue at the
new Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical 
Center's gala opening tomorrow, try 

making conversation with this: Do we really 
need this thing? 

Any DHMC planners within earshot might 
gag. Having sunk $200 million in the ground 
and brought in former surgeon general C. 
Everett Koop to help celebrate, they'd no 
doubt find gauche the suggestion that Route 
120 would have been better off with more 
trees and fewer heart monitors. 

But elephant-like memories will recall old 
charges that this is a white elephant. Local 
health analyst Phil Caper got Hitchcock 
higher-ups upset when he suggested three 
years ago that no one had proven the need 
for a new center. 

"I'm sure they honestly believe they're 
doing the right thing (by building.) But I 
don't think that's really the case," agrees 
Alan Sager, associate professor at Boston 
University's School of Public Health, who 
has studied states' health spending and 
appeared before New Hampshire health 
regulators. 

Dartmouth-Hitchcock could point out that 
its case was persuasive enough for the state 
certificat�f-need <CON) board, which OK'd 
Mary Hitchcock hospital's part of the 
project. The new center's creators are 
adamant that they're addressing a critical 
public need. "There's no doubt about it -
this is a community investment," says Dick 
Showalter, Mary Hitchcock hospital's senior 
vice president for finance. 

Perspective goes a long way toward ex
plaining the divergent views. As Sager 
notes, institutions act on their immediate 
self-interests; no sin there. At Dartmouth
Hitchcock, those interests include space -
both inside <Sager concedes the old place 
was a shoebox) and out (you needed a 
physics degree to navigate the congested 
environs and parking areas at the old 
hospital.) 

So fixing those problems became Dart
mouth-Hitchcock priorities. But were they 
society's? Sager says it's good to give 
patients more convenient parking and move
ment at the new center - if you have 
nothing better to do with $218 million. He 
contends that New Hampshire does: Insur
ing the uninsured springs to mind. If you 
say the center should spend its money 
however it wants, remember that patients 
and taxpayers will cover a chunk of the 
construction bill, through hospital charges 
and Medicare reimbursements. "It's oot 
their money," says Sager. "It's our money." 

Moreover, the state's shriveled economy 
ill supporting a worrisome burst of hospital 
spending, he says. Between 1987 and 1989, 
hospital spending here grew at a rate that 
was the secood highest in the country - 3U 
percent, vs. the national average ol 18.8. 

....... .._... 

"You have to wonder whether the state isn't 
building a pattern of care that is unafforda
ble," says Sager. 

"I'm not saying (the project's) a total 
waste. You get something for the money. 
You get. construction jobs, you get new 
development ... and you've got a new, 
modem, hopefully well-<leveloped facility." 
But "the old building is not falling down. It 
was crowded, the parking was a problem, 
but how many more lives will be saved" by 
building a new one? 

None, says Dr. Stephen Plume, president 
of the Hitchcock Clinic. But he says it will 
be easier to recruit top-flight help to a new 
center - and dollars. Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
is banking on donors for $55 million of the 
project's cost. They may give after seeing a 
spanking new building, Plume says; they'd 
laugh if you asked them to contribute money 
to pay poor patients' bills. 

Most importantly, with nowhere to grow in 
Hanover (town officials, blanching at traffic 
congestion, refused to let the center expand 
at its old site), Dartmouth-Hitchcock would 
have ceased as an academic medical center 
but for the move, Plume says. 

"We were gradually going to revert to 
�oming a pretty good local hospital," 
eliminating high-level-care services that will 
be offered in Lebanon. "The mission of the 
medical school and the college's role in 
medical education would have been differ
ent. I'm not prepared to say how it would 
have been different or whether it would 
have shut down." 

Would that be so awful? Plume thinks so; 
without a medical center, area residents 
would face a two-hour drive to Burlington or 
Boston for advanced care. He says distant 
critics like Sager can harp about the project 
because they don't have to make that drive. 
And, be notes, Boston medical centers 
probably wouldn't mind less competition 
from up north. 

But out-of-towners aren't the only ones 
with questions; Caper works in Lebanon. 
Dr. Jack Wennberg, a prominent Dartmouth 
Medical School analyst, takes the middle 
ground. He says health costs are soaring 
because some communities have excess 
hospital beds and doctors. Asked if the new 
medical center is part of that excess, he 
says, "The stability of regional patterns will 
determine its ultimate success or failure." 

In other words, if history holds - if 
Dartmouth-Hitchcock offers services un
available at other nearby hospitals and 
serves people from a broad region - the 
new center makes sense. But more and 
more specialists are defecting to small, 
community ho5pitals and offering care once 
given only at places like DHMC. Wennberg 
says that's dumb - it sacrifices the econo
mies of scale at a big medical center - and 
if the trend continues, then the new center is 
"an inefficient invesunent" 

Aa for the state approval, Sager and the 

V.,,.y Newa - Robert Popa 

Getting Ready 
As construction neared completion this summer at the new medical center, Dartmouth-Hitchcock employees were 
Introduced to the facility with tours and orientation sessions. Medical center officials say that the new center may 
not result In more lives saved, but the much-Improved facilities will mean that the staff can provide better care. 

CON board disagree over its powers under 
state law, which allows the board to develop 
standards of need and says the "minimum" 
criteria for a project are the "probable 
impact of costs and charges of the facility 
oo health insurance premiums and personal 
health expenditures;" the availability of 
money, staff and other resources for the 
project; the availability of the project to 
"medically underserviced" people such as 
the poor and disabled; and records indicat
ing the quality of care the hospital bas given 
in the past. 

Sager says the board too narrowly inter
prets its role and "does a terrible job of 
protecting the public interest," failing to 
weigh, for instance, whether new hospital 
construction is a more worthy expenditure 

than covering the uninsured. "Nobody in 
New Hampshire thinks, gee, we've got X 
billion dollars to spend on health care and 
hospital care in New Hampshire. What's the 
best way to spend it?" 

"He is absolutely wrong that we can 
decide those things," counters Leigh Bosse, 
board chairman during the Hitchcock ap
proval hearings, who says the legislatu,-e 
must decide those issues. 

Critics have long charged that CON 
boards are powerless to stop hospitals' 
wasteful spending because of the latter's 
political clout. Bosse concedes the clout -
local politicians file before the board lem
ming-like to sing the praises of every 
hospital expansion plan - but says his 
board has "a pretty good record ol standing 

up to that pressure." For instance, it killed 
a hospital project in Salem and trimmed 
millions from expansions in Manchester and 
Portsmouth. 

No community voluntarily abandons its 
hospital, regardless of need; witness the 
outcry when Newport Hospital, whose ane
mic business long belied claims that it was 
essential to American medicine, shut down 
last year. Plume acknowledges that part of 
the impetus for the Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
project bas been what be calls institutional 
psychology: "Building this facility is a kind 
of statement of faith in ourselves, our value 
to society." 

The question posed by the Capers and the 
Sagers of the world is: Fine - but how 
much should we pay for your morale? 


